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The present world appears turning into a haven for astute chameleons, which can resort to
any tactic to be in tune with the surroundings. They know how to trick the prick of their
conscience by citing business ethics, demand of the hour, compulsion, competition, recession
etc. These marketing charioteers of this great modern time , which is materialistically live and
spiritually dead, know how to use words and other people as baits .These denizens of shrunk
conscience, use sound excuses, to label their dealings moral and appropriate ones .But how can
exploitation , looting, pseudo self deceiving bling-bling can be explained in terms of a calling
and survival? These great people immunize themselves overtly and openly without any feeling of
repentance or redemption. Don’t they really know, what they are doing and where are they
going?
Recently, I happened to be in their illustrious and illuminate herd where I worked harder
to imbibe their tell-tale excuses fastidiously and sincerely. I was a novice with little idea of this
shallow planet, yet I took the risk to travel into it. I have just come out of that with utter
confusion disillusionment. I am quite sad to have found these inwardly dead people with the
sole aim of deceiving and taking their fellow beings as rungs to go nowhere. I know money and
business are important, but not at the cost of killing conscience every minute.
Are these so called shrewdly successful people in dark about their doings? Are they
products of a world, where no knowledge of good things is prevailed? I don’t think so, because
the increase in the number of pilgrims and wise talks falsify my belief. I do believe that
somewhere they know that it is immoral. But, whenever I discuss this great issue with them, they
term me a nerd. I feel pity on them for misusing such a great gift of life for petty things which
can satiate only desires.
I may appear a cynic but I am not. I don’t wish them away or call for a genocide to make
the world free form them. I just want them to keep a little humanity in their hearts, while doing
their lucrative business, which they term to be necessary for existence. I know that nobody will
follow this piece of advice because this could attribute to losing jobs and ordeals. But every great
work in this world demands something equally great. If they cannot go for that, then they should
not find fault with it. Only great and strong people will work on it, because they know that at the
time of last breath only pure conscience will solace them. The misdeeds of earning superficial
worldly things will relieve them ephemerally and land them in lurch eventually. I want to
beseech my friends of this philosophy to keep a balance between earning and true earning in
their respective business. This is a suggestion from a tyro to a clever class and only they have to
find whether it works or not. At this moment, they can find it something absurd but only this
thing will secure them from the future mad whines.
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